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Abstract

Literature in evolutionary psychology suggests that mate choice has been the primary mechanism of sexual selection in humans, but this conclusion conforms neither to theoretical predictions nor available evidence. Contests override other mechanisms of sexual selection; that is, when individuals can exclude their competitors by force or threat of force, mate choice, sperm competition, and other mechanisms are impossible. Mates are easier to monopolize in two dimensional mating environments, such as land, than in three-dimensional environments, such as air, water, and trees. Thus, two-dimensional mating environments may tend to favor the evolution of contests. The two-dimensionality of the human mating environment, along with phylogeny, the spatial and temporal clustering of mates and competitors, and anatomical considerations, predict that contest competition should have been the primary mechanism of sexual selection in men. A functional analysis supports this prediction. Men’s traits are better designed for contest competition than for other sexual selection mechanisms; size, muscularity, strength, aggression, and the manufacture and use of weapons probably helped ancestral males win contests directly, and deep voices and facial hair signal dominance more effectively than they increase attractiveness. However, male monopolization of females was imperfect, and female mate choice, sperm competition, and sexual coercion also likely shaped men’s traits. In contrast, male mate choice was probably central in women’s mating competition because ancestral females could not constrain the choices of larger and more aggressive males through force, and attractive women could obtain greater male investment. Neotenous female features and body fat deposition on the breasts and hips appear to have been shaped by male mate choice.
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1. Introduction

Viewing human mating in a developed nation, one surmises that success in heterosexual competition for mates entails attracting members of the opposite sex. Beauty, fashion, and physical fitness are so important in places like the United States that they have become multi-billion dollar industries. Men and women have virtual autonomy to choose their mates. These conditions are so pervasive that it is tempting to think that they have characterized our evolution—that humans evolved in a context where, in the mating arena, the preferences of the opposite sex were the primary forces shaping our phenotypes.

With notable exceptions (e.g., Apostolou, 2007; Archer, 2009; Buss & Dedden, 1990; Buss & Duntley, 2006; Buss & Shackelford 1997; Daly & Wilson, 1988; Lassek & Gaulin, 2009; Sell et al., 2009), the recent literature in evolutionary psychology reinforces this impression. The vast majority of research on sexual selection in Homo sapiens focuses on mate choice. Of papers on human sexual selection, more than 75% (55 of 73) published from 1997 to 2007 in the journals Evolution and Human Behavior and Human Nature mainly concern mate choice (categorized by the present author and a trained research assistant into “mate choice,” “dominance and status competition,” and “other,” according to the hypotheses tested in the paper). According to an influential researcher, in sexual species, “all genes must propagate through the gateway of sex, and mate choice is the guardian of that gateway. For this reason, sexual courtship was probably central in human evolution and remains central in modern human life” (Miller, 1998, p. 119). According to another leading researcher, “the desires of one sex establish the critical dimensions along which members of the opposite sex compete” (Buss, 1996, p. 307). The extensive evidence leaves little doubt that the preferences of each sex have been important selection pressures on the other.
But has mate choice been the primary mechanism of human sexual selection, as the literature might suggest? I argue here that it has not. Rather, contest competition—in which force or threats of force are used to exclude same-sex rivals from mating opportunities—has been the main form of mating competition in men, whereas male mate choice has predominated as a mechanism of sexual selection operating on women. This argument will be built on theory developed from cross-species comparison and subsequently tested by examining evidence of apparent design in humans.

2. Sexual selection

Darwin (1859; 1871) proposed sexual selection to explain traits that seemed harmful to survival—the hooked jaw of the male salmon, the stag’s antlers, the cock’s spurs, and the “gorgeous plumage” and “strange antics” (1859, p. 137) of the male rock-thrush and bird of paradise, for example. Although these traits might impair survival, Darwin postulated that they could nevertheless promote their own passage into the next generation by helping their bearers win mating opportunities: They could be favored under sexual selection. In the intervening years, a massive literature has validated this postulate and elaborated on the modes of sexual selection and the traits that each mode favors. Same-sex contests favor size, strength, weapons, and aggression, for example, whereas mate choice favors sexual ornaments and displays. (The term ornament is used here to refer to a trait that contributes to fitness primarily through a preference for this trait in the opposite sex.) Sperm competition favors the production of large ejaculates, motile sperm, and frequent copulation, scramble competition favors sensory and locomotory organs for swift mate location (Andersson, 1994, Table 1.1.1), and sexual coercion favors size, strength, and other traits that facilitate harassment, punishment, and forced copulation (Savalli, 2001).

We have also made considerable headway in understanding why one sex, usually males, often exhibits more elaborate ornamentation, mating displays, aggression, weaponry, and so forth. Clearly, the sex whose reproduction is more reliant on access to mates will experience stronger sexual selection. This depends on the operational sex ratio, the ratio of fertilizable females to sexually active males at a given time (Emlen, 1976). A scarcity of available mates forces the commoner sex into competition for them. The operational sex ratio, in turn, depends on the relative reproductive rates of males and females (Clutton-Brock & Vincent, 1991), and these rates typically depend on relative parental investment (Bateman, 1948; Trivers, 1972; Williams, 1966). In general, the sex that invests less in producing and rearing offspring finishes each reproductive venture sooner and re-enters the mating pool to find a shortage of the more-investing, slower-reproducing sex. Because males usually invest less than females do, males are usually more competitive for mates.

2.1. Mechanisms of sexual selection

Despite such advances toward our understanding of sexual selection, one question has attracted surprisingly little attention: What mechanisms of sexual selection will operate in a given species? That is, can we predict whether mating competition will take the form of ornaments and displays for attracting mates, weapons and aggression for excluding competitors by force, traits for winning fertilizations in sperm competition, another mechanism of sexual selection, or some combination of these (Fig. 1)?

2.1.1. Constraints on contest competition

We can begin with the premise that same-sex contests can override other mechanisms of sexual selection. If contest outcomes are decisive, with winners excluding losers from proximity to potential mates, there will be no opportunity for choice (thus no need for coercion) and no sperm competition. Other mechanisms can occur only to the extent that the competing sex (for brevity, males, unless noted otherwise) cannot exclude competitors from potential mates by force or threat. Logically, the next step is to determine what might limit contest competition across species, affecting males’ ability to monopolize females by force.

One limiting factor is the spatial and temporal clustering of females (Emlen & Oring, 1977). Resource distribution...
and predator risk determine the distribution of females, which determines the distribution of males (Leutenegger & Kelly, 1977; Lindenfors, Froberg, & Nunn, 2004). If females form groups or are solitary but closely dispersed, they may be collectively defensible by a single male. This can lead to intense male contests for control of multiple females (Emlen & Oring, 1977). However, if groups of females are large, a single male cannot exclude competitors, leading to multi-male, multi-female groups, thus reducing the importance of contests (Leutenegger & Kelly, 1977). For example, males have reduced canines and are smaller overall in relation to females among multi-male group-living primates, compared to those that exhibit single-male polygyny (Clutton-Brock & Harvey, 1984). However, testes are larger relative to body weight in multi-male groups (Harcourt, Harvey, Larson, & Short, 1981), indicating more sperm competition. This suggests that multi-male and single-male primates differ in the mechanism, but not necessarily the strength, of sexual selection. Temporal clustering due to breeding synchrony can also make multiple fertile females difficult for a single male to defend, especially if the females are widely distributed spatially (Emlen & Oring, 1977).

A second constraint on contests may be ecological costs. Flight (Caizergues & Lambrechts, 1999; Tobalske & Dial, 2000) and arborality (Crook, 1972) should limit the evolution of the large bodies that would otherwise be useful for winning contests. Contests are relatively rare among birds (Emlen & Oring, 1977) and most intense among largely terrestrial birds in which males compete on land for display territories (Payne, 1984). Arboreal primates also exhibit less body size dimorphism than terrestrial ones (Clutton-Brock, Harvey, & Rudder, 1977; Plavcan & van Schaik, 1997).

Third, anatomical characteristics determine the benefits of contests. Gaulin and Sailer (1984) pointed out that the force generated by a blow increases with mass (a cubic function of length), whereas the ability to resist the blow increases at most as a square function (e.g., cross-sectional surface area of bone). Consequently, larger animals should be able to inflict more damaging blows. Males of larger species might therefore be more successful in excluding competitors by force or threat, and contests might be likelier to evolve.

Although the above variables may affect males’ ability to monopolize mates, none is satisfactory as a general explanation. Intense contests occur across all social structures, including multi-male groups (e.g., yellow baboons), single-male groups (e.g., gorillas and red deer), and solitary species (e.g., beetles and orangutans). Moreover, ecological constraints on body size explain neither the rarity of contests in aquatic environments (Andersson, 1994), which impose few size limitations (consider blue whales), nor the frequency of contests in small-bodied animals, such as arthropods. Finally, contests require only the physical monopolization of mates, not the ability to injure competitors. Thus, contests may be intense in small animals, such as beetles (Eberhard, 1979).

2.1.2. The dimensionality hypothesis

An ecological variable that has apparently escaped notice in this context is the dimensionality of the environment in which mating competition takes place. To succeed in contests, males must exclude same-sex competitors from mates or the resources necessary to attract them (Emlen & Oring, 1977). This may be feasible in the essentially one-dimensional environments of burrows and tunnels, and in two-dimensional environments such as dry land, but impossible in three dimensions (air, water, or trees), where there are too many in-routes for competitors. For example, the three-dimensional aquatic environment of bottlenose dolphins hinders individual males from monopolizing females, resulting in a promiscuous mating system (Connor, Richards, Smolker, & Mann, 1996), and presumably sperm competition.

Fig. 2 illustrates differences in the relative size and dimensionality of the region that must be defended when mating competition takes place in (a) a one-dimensional environment (e.g., dung beetles competing for mates in a tunnel), (b) a two-dimensional environment (e.g., fur seals competing for mates on land), (c) a three-dimensional environment bounded by a territory (e.g., blue-headed wrasses guarding coral reefs), and (d) an open three-dimensional environment (e.g., bottlenose dolphins competing for mates in the open ocean). Whereas the difficulty of defense increases linearly with the radius of the defense region in two dimensions, it increases with the square of this radius in three-dimensional environments.

2.1.3. Evidence for the dimensionality hypothesis

Qualitative comparative evidence suggests that the dimensionality of the mating environment explains substantial interspecific variation in contest competition, and

---

Fig. 2. Small discs, hemispheres and spheres represent females’ movement in relation to each other. Cylinder and large disc, hemisphere and sphere represent the regions that a male must defend in order to monopolize the females depicted. Defense regions increase in size and decrease in defensibility from left to right and top to bottom and represent (A) one-dimensional, (B) two-dimensional, (C) three-dimensional hemispheric, and (D) three-dimensional spherical regions.
Consequently, other mechanisms of sexual selection. For example, contests are more extreme in arthropods that compete for mates on land (e.g., beetles, pseudoscorpions, and spiders: Eberhard, 1979; Watson, 1990; Zeh, 1987) and the floors of bodies of water (e.g., crabs and crayfish: Christy butterflies, katydids, and locusts (Andersson, 1994). Contests are especially intense among arthropods, such as some dung beetles, that compete for mates in the essentially one-dimensional environments of burrows or tunnels (Emlen, 2008; Emlen & Philips, 2006).

Contests are rare in the three-dimensional aquatic environments of fish (Andersson, 1994), whereas mate choice (Noble, 1938) and sperm competition (e.g., Fuller, 1998) are more common. However, contests occur in species such as bluegills (Gross & MacMillan, 1981), wrasses (Robertson & Hoffman, 1977), and pufferfish (Gladstone, 1987), where males guard territories on lake, stream, or sea floors (Turner, 1993) and mating environments are thus reduced in volume. In sockeye salmon, mating competition occurs in the shallow, effectively two-dimensional headwaters of streams (Quinn, Hendry, & Buck, 2001), and males use body size and specialized hooked jaws to fight for females (Quinn, Adkinson, & Ward, 1996).

Mate choice is the predominant mechanism of sexual selection across bird species (Andersson, 1994; Emlen & Oring, 1977), which because of flight tend to compete for mates in three dimensions. Terrestriality is a derived trait in birds, evolving independently at least four times in Galliformes, Struthioniformes, Casuariiformes, and Rheiformes. Each of these incidences of evolution toward a more two-dimensional mating environment is associated with a movement away from social monogamy and an increase in contest competition (Andersson, 1994; Emlen & Oring, 1977).

Scrambles may be the primary sexual selection mechanism in aquatically-mating pinnipeds. Female Weddell seals are larger than males, and males obtain copulations underwater via speed and agility (Andersson, 1994). However, in terrestrially-breeding pinnipeds, such as sea lions, elephant seals, and fur seals, males are several times the size of females, and male contests are intense and bloody (Boyd, 1989; Le Boeuf, 1974; Lindenfor, Tullberg, & Biuw, 2002). Thus, among pinnipeds, male contests and large body size have evolved in two-dimensional mating environments despite the ecological costs of carrying a large body on land.

Contests are also common among terrestrial primates, which exhibit greater body and canine size sexual dimorphism than arboreal and arboreal/terrestrial species (Clutton-Brock et al., 1977; Leutenegger & Cheverud, 1982; Plavcan & van Schaik, 1997). Differences in body size dimorphism might reflect mass limitations of arboreality (Clutton-Brock et al., 1977). However, arboreality imposes no clear constraints on canine size, and selection in terrestrial species favoring larger canines for predator defense (Leutenegger & Kelly, 1977) should affect both sexes. Reduced contest competition in three-dimensional arboreal environments may have decreased body and canine size dimorphism and increased the importance of mate choice. Female preferences for brightly-colored males have been demonstrated in arboreal primates (Cooper & Halsey, 2003), which apparently exhibit greater sexual dichromatism than terrestrial primates (Crockett, 1987).

The dimensionality of the mating environment thus helps explain why contests occur in some taxa and not others. Having developed a theoretical framework for predicting the mechanisms and relative intensity of sexual selection, we return our attention to humans.

3. Sexual selection in humans

Women invest more in offspring than men do through gestation and nursing for up to several years in foraging societies (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1989) and through providing more parental care on average in all known societies (Hewlett, 1992). Greater investment slows women’s reproductive rates, skewing the operational sex ratio so that there are more males than females available for mating. Across species, these conditions foster mating competition in the more rapidly-reproducing sex. Evidence suggests that men have indeed experienced stronger sexual selection. Compared to women, men have higher reproductive variance (e.g., Brown, Laland, & Borgerhoff Mulder, 2009; Howell, 1979), are larger, more muscular, mature later, and senesce and die sooner—all correlates of an effectively polygynous mating system (Daly & Wilson, 1983). However, men invest heavily in offspring compared with males of most animal species and virtually all mammals. This investment constitutes a basis for female competition. Evidence (below) suggests that sexual selection has influenced women’s phenotypes as well.

The variables proposed to predict sexual selection mechanisms are nearly unanimous: contests should be the dominant mode of sexual selection in men (Table 1). More precisely, ancestral men’s mating success should have correlated more strongly with success in male contests than with success in other modes of sexual selection. [See Schwagmeyer and Woontner (1986) for a similar comparison of contests and scrambles in ground squirrels.] The two-dimensionality of the human mating environment, combined with female sociality and breeding asynchrony, should facilitate female defense. Men’s large size enables them to inflict damaging blows, and phylogenetic relationships also predict male contests in humans, along with some sperm competition, mate choice, and coercion. All three genera of non-human great apes show intense male contests with some female choice, and significant sperm competition and sexual coercion in Pan and Pongo (Knott, Emery Thompson, Stumpf, & McIntyre, 2009; Muller, Kahlenberg, Emery...
Contests in close phylogenetic relatives are absent in humans’ close phylogenetic relatives, and monopolization of mates is likely to be unfeasible in women, as well (Table 1). The multi-female relatives, and monopolization of mates is likely to be (see below).

Female contests are absent in humans’ close phylogenetic relatives. Indeed, in the presence of multiple same-sex competitors, successful mate defense probably depends partly on mates’ cooperation. However, evolutionary models suggest that such cooperation will tend to evolve in one sex when the other is physically dominant and thus capable of sexual coercion (Clutton-Brock & Parker, 1995). Yet, men are greater in size and physical prowess than women are, and thus, men should be prohibitively difficult to constrain in their choices. We can therefore predict that female mating competition would favor traits to attract men, rather than physically monopolize them.

Before these predictions can be evaluated, it is necessary to clarify what constitutes evidence of a trait’s adaptive function in winning mates. For example, is a particular trait a weapon or an ornament, a dominance signal or a mate attraction display?

### 3.1. Testing evolutionary predictions

One can infer ancestral selection pressures by studying the adaptations that they produced. Natural selection is the only evolutionary process to systematically produce traits that appear engineered for specific functions (Williams, 1966). If, under scrutiny, a trait looks well-suited to a purpose that would have benefited ancestral bearers, then we can tentatively conclude that it evolved for this function. This can be demonstrated by cross-species comparison. For example, the hypothesis that horns in male beetles function in combat is supported if hornlike structures are present in species with male combat and absent in species without it. In parallel, within species, functional hypotheses are bolstered by correlations between a trait (e.g., horn size) and its proposed function (fighting efficiency). The strongest within-species evidence involves experimental manipulation that affects the trait’s utility in the predicted direction. The more efficiently a trait performs its hypothesized function compared with alternative functions, the stronger support for the adaptive hypothesis.

### 3.2. Male contests

#### 3.2.1. Evidence of design for male contests

All of these types of evidence support the prediction that male contests have been important in human evolution. Men are larger, stronger, faster, and more physically aggressive than women, and the degree of sexual dimorphism in these traits rivals that of species with intense male contests. The relatively modest 8% stature dimorphism in humans (Gaulin & Boster, 1985) and a difference of about 15–20% in body mass (Mayhew & Salm, 1990) might suggest that male contests are reduced compared with our closest relatives. However, human sex differences in size underestimate sex differences in the traits most relevant to contests. This is partly because women are unique among primates in having copious fat stores (Pond & Mattacks, 1987), perhaps for building the large, fatty brains of human offspring (Lassek & Gaulin, 2008), and as sexual ornamentation (see below). When fat-free mass is considered, men are 40% heavier (Lassek & Gaulin, 2009; Mayhew & Salm, 1990) and have 60% more total lean muscle mass than women. Men have 80% greater arm muscle mass and 50% more lower body muscle mass (Abe, Kearns, & Fukunaga, 2003). Lassek and Gaulin (2009) note that the sex difference in upper-body muscle mass in humans is similar to the sex difference in fat-free mass in gorillas (Zihlman & MacFarland, 2000), the most sexually dimorphic of all living primates.

These differences in muscularity translate into large differences in strength and speed. Men have about 90% greater upper-body strength, a difference of approximately three standard deviations (Abe et al., 2003; Lassek & Gaulin, 2009). The average man is stronger than 99.9% of women (Lassek & Gaulin, 2009). Men also have about 65% greater lower body strength (Lassek & Gaulin, 2009; Mayhew & Salm, 1990), over 45% higher vertical leap, and over 22% faster sprint times (Mayhew & Salm, 1990). Contrary to earlier claims, sex differences in anaerobic sprint speeds are not narrowing (Cheuvront, Carter, Deroitseu, & Moffatt, 2005; Seiler, De Koning, & Foster, 2007).

Men and boys are more physically aggressive than women and girls (Archer, 2004, 2009). Boys engage in more play-fighting, and the amount of play-fighting a boy engages...
in correlates positively with peers’ rankings of his dominance (Pellegrini, 1995; Pellegrini & Smith, 1998). Men report engaging in, and inclinations to engage in, nearly one standard deviation more physical aggression than women (Buss & Perry, 1992). Men perpetrate more offensive physical aggression, defined as non-defensive “attacking, hitting, and/or restraining another individual” in all societies studied (Ellis et al., 2008). The vast majority of same-sex homicides (about 95%), from every society and time period for which data are available, are committed by men (Daly & Wilson, 1988; M. Wilson & Daly, 1985). Importantly, these data do not include war killings, which occur almost entirely at the hands of men (Adams, 1983). Traumatic injuries in ancient skeletal remains indicate that interpersonal violence was especially prevalent among men throughout human history and prehistory (Walker, 2001).

Such sex differences in traumatic skeletal injuries may help explain why some aspects of men’s skeletons, particularly in the face, are more robust. For example, in modern populations, the incidence of mandibular fractures is approximately five times higher in men than in women, young men are disproportionately represented, and the primary cause is typically found to be violent assault with a fist or blunt object (Adi, Ogden, & Chisholm, 1990; Haug, Prather, & Indresano, 1990; Scherer, Sullivan, Smith, Phillips, & Robson, 1989; Sojat, Meisami, Sandor, & Clokie, 2001). A similar pattern in the evolutionary past could have selected for more robust mandibles in men than in women.

Certainly, size, strength, speed, and aggression in men correlate with physical competitive ability, and manipulations that increase these variables lead to greater physical prowess. This is why many athletes abuse anabolic steroids. Relatively greater male upper-body (compared with lower-body) muscle mass and strength in particular suggest an evolutionary history of fighting (Sell et al., 2009). These traits also characterize male contests across species; males are larger, stronger and more aggressive in diverse species with male contests across the animal kingdom (Andersson, 1994). Close relatives of humans with minimal male contests, such as gibbons, lack substantial sex differences in size, strength, and aggression.

Men possess several traits that appear to function primarily in threatening rivals. For example, beards and eyebrow hair grow at puberty in males and may signal dominance through association with testosterone levels and by increasing the apparent size of the jaw and brow (Guthrie, 1970; Muscarella & Cunningham, 1996; Neave & Shields, 2008). Male faces with beards are rated as more dominant than the same faces clean-shaven (Muscarella & Cunningham, 1996; Neave & Shields, 2008). Likewise, deep, low-pitched voices increase men’s apparent size (Feinberg, Jones, Little, Burt, & Perrett, 2005) and dominance (Puts, Gaulin, & Verdolini, 2006; Puts, Hodges, Cardenas, & Gaulin, 2007). Perhaps deep voices signal dominance in men partly because they correlate with high testosterone levels (Bruckert, Lienard, Lacroix, Kreutzer, & Leboucher, 2006; Dabbs & Mallinger, 1999; Evans, Neave, Wakelin, & Hamilton, 2008). Across animals, low-pitch vocalizations generally signal dominance, and high-pitch vocalizations signal submissiveness (Morton, 1977; Morton & Page, 1992). In the laboratory, men who reported superior fighting ability tended to lower their voice pitch during mating competition, whereas those who perceived themselves to be poor fighters raised their pitch (Puts et al., 2006).

It is often claimed (e.g., Lorenz, 1966) that men lack antlers, long canines, or other weapons typical of intense contest competition. However, these traits are called “weapons” by analogy with human weapons, and for as long as there is any record, weapons have been manufactured and wielded almost entirely by men (Christensen, 2004; D’Andrade, 1974; Darwin, 1871; Gat, 2006). The first known combat weapons were also used in hunting (Christensen, 2004), which is performed nearly exclusively by men in foraging societies (Murdoch, 1967). It is therefore appropriate to consider weapons a part of men’s phenotype. The use of projectile weapons must have selected for targeting abilities, which show the largest known “cognitive” human sex difference, with an effect size of about 1.5 standard deviations favoring men (Hines et al., 2003; Kimura, 1999). Thus, the already large sex differences in muscle mass, strength, speed, and aggression probably underestimate the intensity of contest competition in men.

Men’s anatomy and behavior seem well designed for contest competition. The alternative hypothesis that these traits evolved in the service of hunting (e.g., Lancaster & Kaplan, 2009) is unsatisfying partly because it is unparsimonious: across the animal kingdom, where one finds large, strong, aggressive males with weapons, it is almost always because males employ these traits in fights for females (Andersson, 1994). The hunting hypothesis also has difficulty explaining traits such as beards, deep voices, robust skulls, and male-male aggression that are easily explicable by male contest competition. Even targeting ability may have emerged in the context of male contests: male chimpanzees throw rocks and branches with far greater frequency than do females, and the targets are other males, not prey (Goodall, 1968; Van Lawick-Goodall, 1971). Although superior targeting ability in men was likely shaped for both male contests and efficient hunting, men also exhibit superior intercepting abilities (Watson & Kimura, 1991), which are difficult to comprehend as adaptations for hunting (Mark Flinn, personal communication). Finally, orangutans, gorillas, chimpanzees, and early hominins, such as *Australopithecus afarensis* and *A. anamensis* (Leakey, Feibel, McDougall, Ward, & Walker, 1998; Plavcan, Lockwood, Kimbel, Lague, & Harmon, 2005; Reno, Meindl, McCallum, & Lovejoy, 2003, 2005; Ward, Leakey, & Walker, 1999), all exhibit moderate to high degrees of sexual dimorphism, and intense male contests occur in all genera of extant great apes. Substantial sexual dimorphism and contests thus probably existed in the earliest hominins, yet hunting became a major
3.2.2. Human mating systems and the role of male contests

Although it seems clear that contest competition shaped many of men’s traits, it is less clear how success in male contests increased mating opportunities over human evolution. Several possibilities exist. First, coalitionary aggression could have facilitated acquisition and defense of mates against other groups of males. Second, males could have used force or force threat within their groups to acquire and defend one or more long-term mates, or to obtain disproportionate short-term mating opportunities. Finally, contests could have contributed indirectly to mating success if dominant males could acquire resources, territory, or status needed to attract females. To what extent did these possibilities apply to ancestral humans?

3.2.2.1. Male coalitions and between-group competition.

The tendency of males to form alliances may have evolved in the common ancestor of humans and our closest living relatives, *Pan*, as a means of cooperative female capture and defense (Fig. 3), although coalitions may also have evolved independently in these lineages for this purpose (Geary & Flinn, 2001; Wrangham, 1999). Male coalitions are rare among primates but common in humans and *Pan*, especially common chimpanzees (*P. troglodytes*), and are strengthened by kinship (Nishida & Hiraiwa-Hasegawa, 1987). The capture of women was a primary objective of early warfare (Darwin, 1871; Hrdy, 1997; Lerner, 1986; Spencer, 1885), and among foragers, groups of men commonly raid other villages and abscond with women (e.g., Chagnon, 1988). Such raids may also function in mate defense by deterring future attacks. These behaviors would tend to favor not only aggression and physical prowess, but also social intelligence for negotiating alliances (e.g., Alexander, 1989; Geary & Flinn, 2002; Mueller & Mazur, 1996; Wrangham, 1999).

3.2.2.2. Within-group competition.

Despite their relevance in *Pan* and *Homo*, alliances are open to subversion; if one member can gain a reproductive advantage, he may defect. Male chimpanzees not only cooperate to defend their community range against outside males but also fight within groups over estrous females (Nishida & Hiraiwa-Hasegawa, 1987). As noted, multi-male groups should make females more difficult to defend from other group members. The cross-cultural ubiquity of within-group aggression between men (Daly & Wilson, 1988), male violence against women over suspected infidelity (Daly & Wilson, 1988; Smuts, 1996), high levels of male sexual jealousy (Buss, Larsen, Westen, & Semelroth, 1997; Daly, Wilson, & Weeghorst, 1982; Schützwohl & Koch, 2004), and evidence of moderate sperm competition (Harcourt, Purvis, & Liles, 1995; Wyckoff, Wang, & Wu, 2000) indicate that men have had to defend their mates within their groups, as well.

Yet, within multi-male groups, men form enduring matriarchies with one or more females and usually have near-exclusive sexual access (Daly & Wilson, 1983; Flinn, Quinlan, Ward, & Coe, 2007). Among Yanomamo hunter-gatherers, approximately 10% of offspring are sired by a man other than the mother’s social partner (Chagnon, 1979). This number has been estimated to be 2% (Simmons, Firman, Rhodes, & Peters, 2004), 4% (Bellis, Hughes, Hughes, & Ashton, 2005) and 9% (Baker & Bellis, 1995) across modern societies. The cross-cultural frequency of these conditions—enduring matriarchies and relatively low rates of extrapair paternity—suggests that they characterized early *Homo sapiens*. Women’s inconspicuous estrus also suggests a single-male mating system (Clutton-Brock & Harvey, 1976; Hrdy, 1997; Nunn, 1999) and, thus, that ancestral males could monopolize females.

Several factors may have contributed to ancestral males’ ability to monopolize females. First, the importance of male alliances might have reduced within-group conflict, enabling individual males—especially those distinguished in intergroup conflict—to monopolize one or more females (Hrdy, 1997; Smuts, 1995). Among the horticultural Yanomamo of Venezuela, men who have killed enemies in intergroup conflict have more wives (Chagnon, 1988). However, male chimpanzees also form alliances but are unable to similarly monopolize females for prolonged periods.

Second, acquisition and long-term defense of females by individual males may have been promoted by enhanced cooperation from females as a result of male investment (Geary & Flinn, 2001). Serial long-term mating in particular may have been an important means by which dominant males could monopolize the reproductive careers of multiple...
females while having to defend (and invest in) only one female at a time (Hill & Hurtado, 1996; Johanna, Forsberg, & Tullberg, 1995; Kaar, Jokela, Merila, Helle, & Kojola, 1998; Marlowe, 2004). However, in most societies, some men are simultaneous polygynists (Murdock, 1967), and this was probably true of all human societies until a few hundred years ago (Betzig, 1986, 1995).

Finally, ancestral males likely acquired and defended females within groups through the use of force or threat of force. This may have been facilitated by the use of lethal weapons that can be wielded at a distance. Among the Hadza hunter-gatherers of Tanzania, courtship of a female by more than one male can lead to violent, possibly fatal conflict between the males (Marlowe, 2004). Bloody and sometimes fatal club fights erupt between Yannomamo men when one suspects the other of trysting with his wife (Chagnon, 1992). In these cases, the ability to inflict serious damage to a competitor apparently functions in mate acquisition and mate retention, respectively. Certainly, the ability to inflict physical harm on competitors would have helped ancestral males win such skirmishes over mates. A reputation for—or advertisement of—fighting ability would also have enabled ancestral males to win and defend mates while avoiding many costly fights. Indeed, some male traits, such as such as deep voices and facial hair, seem more explicable as within-group dominance signals than as functioning in between-group competition.

Human males have probably not competed over short-term access to fertile females to the extent that such competition occurs in other multi-male primates, such as chimpanzees. Unlike chimpanzees, humans do not exhibit conspicuous estrus. Without a reliable indicator of female ovulatory status, males’ expected reproductive return from copulations over a short duration is low (Bongaarts & Potter, 1989; Johanna, Forsberg, & Tullberg, 1995; Kaar, Jokela, Merila, Helle, & Kojola, 1998; Marlowe, 2004). However, in most societies, some men are simultaneous polygynists (Murdock, 1967), and this was probably true of all human societies until a few hundred years ago (Betzig, 1986, 1995).

3.2.2.3. Competition for mate-acquisition resources, or as sexual display. Perhaps dominant males were also more likely to be chosen by females because dominant males had access to better resources or territory, or because the victors of male contests tended to provide high quality genes. Female preferences must have affected males’ ability to acquire mates and ensure their fidelity over human evolution. Thus, we now direct our attention to female choice.

3.3. Female choice

Women’s preferences for men with resources and willingness to invest appear culturally ubiquitous (Buss, 1989; Cashdan, 1996; Hill & Hurtado, 1996). Men likely provide resources partly because this attracted more mates (Buss, 1989; Hawkes, 1990, 1991) and increased mates’ fidelity (Geary & Flinn, 2001), although resource provisioning can also function as parental investment (Marlowe, 2003; Trivers, 1972). However, foragers typically cannot accumulate great wealth or resources (Marlowe, 2005), and all humans were foragers prior to about 10,000 years ago. Nevertheless, women can choose mates based on less tangible benefits, such as foraging ability (Marlowe, 2004) and high status for offspring (Hill & Hurtado, 1996). Women can also obtain protection from rape and harm to offspring (Smuts, 1996). Male infanticide of unrelated offspring is prevalent among primates (Hrdy, 1979), including humans (Smuts, 1996), and is mitigated by the presence of the biological father (Daly & Wilson, 1988).

3.3.1. Good genes mate choice

A growing body of evidence suggests that women also choose mates partly on genetic quality (Roberts & Little, 2008). Because selection culls alleles associated with inferior phenotypes, the traits most relevant to fitness should lose heritability (Fisher, 1930), degrading the basis for good genes mate choice. However, mutation and fluctuating selection can maintain genetic variation. Hamilton and Zuk (1982) suggested that parasites generate important temporally varying selection on hosts. As parasites’ short generation times facilitate rapid evolution, resistance to infection is an essential fitness component that might remain heritable in hosts. A preference for indicators of heritable parasite resistance could spread and be maintained in a population (Hamilton & Zuk, 1982).

Some animal research indicates that females choose mates based on parasite resistance, and this resistance is heritable (e.g., Hillgarth, 1990). An important genomic region in mediating disease resistance is the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). Greater MHC allelic diversity theoretically enables recognition of more invaders and stronger immune function. Hence, preferences for MHC-dissimilar mates are predicted. Olfactory preferences for MHC-dissimilar mates have been demonstrated in several vertebrate taxa, including fish, reptiles, birds, and rodents, and in most human studies (reviewed in Roberts & Little, 2008). Preferences for MHC dissimilarity may produce greater MHC-specific genetic dissimilarity within human couples than occurs between random pairs of individuals (Chaix, Cao, & Donnelly, 2008) and may produce attractive, healthy-looking offspring; heterozygosity at MHC loci (Lie, Rhodes, & Simmons, 2008) has been associated with facial attractiveness and healthy-looking skin (Lie et al., 2008; Roberts et al., 2005).

Women are thus expected to prefer mates with genes that confer disease resistance, and with few harmful mutations.
Two putative good-genes indicators are androgen-dependent traits and fluctuating asymmetry. Androgen-dependent, masculine traits may indicate heritable disease resistance because androgens suppress immune function (Grossman, 1985) and may be produced in proportion to inherited immunocompetence (Folstad & Karter, 1992). High androgen levels may increase competitive ability but attenuate inherited immunocompetence, so that good-genes males end up little healthier than average. Males with few harmful mutations may also be able to produce and maintain more elaborate androgen-dependent traits (Zahavi & Zahavi, 1985) and may be produced in proportion to inherited immunocompetence (Moller & Thornhill, 1997).

Regulation of androgen levels and patterns of response to androgens may thus have evolved as a means of producing sexually selected traits in proportion to a male’s ability to safely bear them (Folstad & Karter, 1992). Fluctuating asymmetry (FA) refers to asymmetry in anatomical traits that are normally bilaterally symmetric. FA may negatively indicate genetic quality because it results from developmental stresses such as mutation and parasitic infection (Moller & Pomiankowski, 1993; Parsons, 1990, 1992; van Valen, 1962) and is moderately heritable in several species (Moller & Thornhill, 1997).

As expected, women have been found to exhibit preferences for the odors (Gangestad & Thornhill, 1998; Rikowski & Grammer, 1999; Thornhill & Gangestad, 1999), faces (Gangestad, Thornhill, & Yeo, 1994; Scheib, Gangestad, & Thornhill, 1999), and voices (Hughes, Harrison, & Gallup, 2002) of men whose external features are symmetrical. Women also prefer men who are somewhat more masculine than average in height (Pawlowski & Jasienska, 2005), body build (Frederick & Haselton, 2007; Horvath, 1981), voice (Feinberg et al., 2005; Puts, 2005), and perhaps face (e.g., Johnston, Hagel, Franklin, Fink, & Grammer, 2001; but see Perrett et al., 1998). Some studies have found that men’s symmetry and masculinity correlate, as might be predicted if both features index underlying genetic quality (Gangestad & Thornhill, 2003; Scheib et al., 1999).

Presumably because they are more sexually attractive to women, men of putatively high genetic quality tend to expend more effort acquiring additional mates and less effort investing in mates (Gangestad & Simpson, 2000). For example, men with high testosterone levels are more likely to have extramarital sex (Booth & Dabbs, 1993) and less likely ever to have been married (Booth & Dabbs, 1993), and unmarried men have higher testosterone levels than do married men (Gray, Kahlenberg, Barrett, Lipson, & Ellison, 2002). Similarly, symmetrical men have more extra-pair sex partners (Gangestad & Thornhill, 1997, 1999) and invest less in their current mates (Gangestad, 1993; Simpson, Gangestad, Christensen, & Leck, 1999). Consequently, masculine and symmetrical men should tend to make better sires than long-term mates.

Predictably, women’s preferences for these men are greater for short-term, sexual (vs. long-term) relationships and strongest during the fertile phase of the ovulatory cycle (reviewed in Gangestad & Thornhill, 2008). Symmetrical, physically attractive men are also more often the extra-pair sexual partners of women (Gangestad & Thornhill, 1997). Women’s extra-pair, but not intra-pair, sexual interest increases near ovulation (Gangestad, Thornhill, & Garver, 2002), and this cyclic shift occurs mainly in women whose primary partners are putatively of low genetic quality (Gangestad, Thornhill, & Garver-Apgar, 2005; Haselton & Gangestad, 2006; Pillsworth & Haselton, 2006). These findings suggest that women’s sexual preferences are designed partly to recruit genetic benefits from men who may not be the women’s long-term partners. Evidence of sperm competition and moderate rates of extra-pair paternity across human societies (Simmons et al., 2004) support this possibility.

### 3.3.2. Sexual ornaments in men?

Women’s preferences raise the question of whether men’s traits are better viewed as sexual ornaments or armaments. Female mate choice has been observed in virtually every primate species studied (Smuts, 1987). Paradoxically, few male primates exhibit clear sexual ornaments (Andersson, 1994). Part of the reason may be that females choosing males on genetic quality might prefer dominance and the traits associated with it, and thus male secondary sex traits adopt dual functions (Berglund, Bisazza, & Pilastro, 1996). Berglund et al. (1996) argue that secondary sexual characters usually originate through contests rather than female choice partly because signals used in contests tend to be costly to produce, are constantly tested by competitors and, thus, should provide accurate information about male quality to both competitors and potential mates.

In many species, females prefer traits that function in contests (Berglund et al., 1996; Kodrick-Brown & Brown, 1984). Low, closely-spaced vocal formant frequencies intimidate rivals among red deer stags (Reby et al., 2005) and are preferred by estrous females (Charlton, Reby, & McComb, 2007). Likewise, spur length among ring-neck pheasants is associated with both male dominance (Mateos & Carranza, 1996) and attractiveness to females (von Schantz, Wittzell, Göransson, Grahm, & Persson, 1996). Estrous females choose dominant males in a variety of nonhuman primates (Smuts, 1987); for example, dominant male orangutans are larger and possess cheek flanges, and females show greater willingness to mate with these males near ovulation (Knott et al., 2009).

These ideas help explain the origin of women’s preferences for traits such as size, musculature and deep voices that have clear utility in contests. The idea that such traits should be especially good indicators of male quality also helps explain why women tend to prefer them more for sexual relationships and during the fertile phase of the ovulatory cycle. However, even if men’s traits initially arose through male combat, it is possible that female choice could have become a stronger selection pressure,
and men’s traits subsequently evolved to assume a more ornamental role.

This hypothesis that men’s traits evolved to be ornamental gains little support from the literature. Some male traits, such as beards, have been found to decrease attractiveness to women, yet have strong positive effects on men’s appearance of dominance (Muscarella & Cunningham, 1996; Neave & Shields, 2008). In other cases, it is unclear whether women prefer more masculine males. For example, women have been found to prefer both slightly feminine-looking (Perrett et al., 1998; Rhodes, Hickford, & Jeffery, 2000) and slightly masculine-looking (DeBruine et al., 2006; Johnston et al., 2001) male faces. Despite these equivocal results, facial masculinity strongly increases the appearance of dominance, and has substantially larger effects on dominance than attractiveness when both are examined (DeBruine et al., 2006; Perrett et al., 1998). Finally, although some masculine traits, such as muscular builds (Frederick & Haselton, 2007) and deep, masculine voices (Feinberg et al., 2005; Puts, 2005, 2006) are sexually attractive, masculinity in these traits increases perceptions of dominance to a much greater degree than it increases attractiveness (Fig. 4). Even near ovulation and in the context of short-term mating (where masculine traits are maximally attractive), masculinity has been found to produce smaller positive effects on attractiveness to women than on dominance as judged by men (Puts et al., 2006) (see Fig. 4).

One might argue that there is considerable cross-cultural variation in the importance of masculine traits for attractiveness and dominance. This is certainly true, but cultural differences are unlikely to reverse the findings that masculine traits have greater positive effects on perceptions of dominance than they do on attractiveness. For example, in societies in which nearly all adult men have beards, women may prefer facial hair on men. Yet, in such societies, facial hair will probably be even more essential to perceptions of dominance, with a lack of facial hair being perceived as childlike in men.

One might also argue that, although masculine traits appear better at increasing dominance, mating success is determined more by attractiveness. Thus, masculine traits may actually have been favored primarily through their utility as sexual ornaments. Existing evidence contradicts this possibility. For example, men’s voice attractiveness predicts mating success (Hughes, Dispenza, & Gallup, 2004). Yet, when dominance and attractiveness ratings of men’s voices were used simultaneously to predict mating success, dominance strongly predicted number of sex partners, whereas attractiveness did not (Puts et al., 2007).

Finally, one might argue that the masculine traits reviewed above bias a functional analysis toward the conclusion that ancestral men competed for mates mainly via contests, and that choosing a different set of traits would lead to a different conclusion. However, traits that show a high degree of sexual dimorphism, especially those that develop at sexual maturity, are the best candidates for targets of sexual selection (Andersson, 1994; Darwin, 1871). Choosing such traits in men necessitates choosing masculine traits (i.e., traits that are present to a greater degree in males), which could be ornaments or weapons. In other words, choosing masculine traits for a functional analysis amounts to choosing the best candidates for sexually selected traits without implying anything about the traits’ utility in contests, mate attraction, or any other mechanism. [In long-tailed widowbirds, long tail feathers are masculine, yet male widowbirds use their long tails to attract females (Andersson, 1982).] The function of masculine traits in men was an open question, but men’s traits seem better designed for contests than for attracting mates.

Are any of men’s traits properly considered sexual ornaments (i.e., function primarily in mate attraction)? Men’s penises are longer and thicker, both relatively and absolutely, than those of our closest relatives, chimpanzees and gorillas, and could have evolved to signal mate quality. Women report greater satisfaction with larger penises (Lever, Frederick, & Peplau, 2006), so penis size may affect a man’s ability to stimulate orgasm in women (Miller, 2000). Female orgasm may boost sperm retention, facilitate sperm activation, and encourage additional copulations (reviewed in Puts & Dawood, 2006, see also Gallup et al., 2003). However, it has also been suggested that penis size may advertise vigor to other men (Diamond, 1997).

Geoffrey Miller (1998; 2000) is the leading proponent of a theory that men’s brains and creativity are designed to attract females. In this view, displays of neurophysiological efficiency advertise heritable fitness. Miller’s “mating-mind”
hypothesis offers explanations for the evolution of large human brains and behaviors such as humor, music, and poetry that do not have obvious survival value. It also accords with widespread preferences for intelligent mates and the moderate heritability of intelligence, which affords the opportunity for genes associated with intelligence to be favored by mate choice.

Despite these advantages, Miller’s hypothesis suffers shortcomings (Miller, 2001). Betzig (2002) notes that sexual selection tends to produce sexual dimorphism, but men’s brains are only slightly larger relative to body size than women’s (Ankney, 1992), and sex differences in overall intelligence, if present, are small (Irwing & Lynn, 2005). Although women may produce fewer creative displays than men do (Miller, 2000), it is unclear how ancestral women could offset the costs of producing and maintaining large brains under Miller’s hypothesis.

The mating-mind hypothesis better explains men’s investment in creative displays, rather than human intelligence generally (Miller, 2001). Even this narrower version encounters difficulties. Men’s mental display lacks features of an ornament advertising genetic quality. As we have seen, putative good-genes indicators are preferred more in short-term, sexual mating contexts, and near ovulation (Gangestad & Thornhill, 2008). Yet, women prefer intelligence, creativity, and humor more in long-term relationships (Bressler, Martin, & Balshine, 2006; Gangestad, Garver-Apgar, Simpson, & Cousins, 2007; Kenrick, Sadalla, Groth, & Trost, 1990; Prokosch, Coss, Scheib, & Blozis, 2009). Women also do not seem to prefer intelligent men more strongly near ovulation (Gangestad et al., 2007; Prokosch et al., 2009, but see Haselton & Miller, 2006).

An intriguing possibility is that creative displays represent an alternative mating tactic to mate contests. Contest competition favors not only fighting ability but also “alternative mating tactics of inferior competitors, avoiding contests with superior rivals” (Andersson, 1994, Table 1.1.1). Alternative mating tactics probably occur in most nonhuman primates, and often involve mate attraction (Smuts, 1987). For example, alpha male chimpanzees monopolize estrous females through possessive behavior, while non-alpha males form sexual consortships away from other males (Smuts, 1987). Consortships often appear to occur through mate choice, although they may sometimes result from sexual coercion (Smuts, 1987; Wrangham & Peterson, 1996). Given the importance of male investment in human reproduction (Kaplan, Hill, Lancaster, & Hurtado, 2000), creative displays may represent “super-stimuli” (Miller, 2000) designed to trigger female preferences for investing mates. Thus, while large brains cannot presently be regarded as sexual ornaments, men’s creative displays may represent courtship behaviors shaped by female choice, perhaps as part of an alternative mating tactic to contest competition.

3.3.3. Does female choice drive male dominance competition?

It is possible that men engage in contest competition primarily because women prefer dominant men. Women have been shown to prefer dominant male behavior in short-term/sexual mating contexts and during the fertile phase of the menstrual cycle (Gangestad, Simpson, Cousins, Garver-Apgar, & Christensen, 2004; Snyder, Kirkpatrick, & Barrett, 2008), apparently because these preferences garnered genetic benefits ancestrally. As noted above, women also prefer the perquisites of dominance, including protection and access to resources.

However, strong sexual selection through mate choice tends to produce sexual ornaments and displays—traits favored primarily through their utility in mate attraction. Even in lekking species, where females choose dominant males, males tend to evolve sexual ornaments and displays (Andersson, 1994). But we do not see these in humans, except possibly for creative displays and large penises.

Furthermore, some evidence suggests that women had less freedom of mate choice ancestrally than they do in many modern industrial societies (Apostolou, 2007; Low, 2005; Smuts, 1995). Among foragers, reproduction occurs mainly within the context of marriage, and familial control over women’s marriage decisions is prevalent (Apostolou, 2007). [Men’s marriages are not as strongly influenced by family members (Apostolou, 2007).] In most societies, men may purchase women from women’s families through bride-price or bride-service (Murdock, 1967), or steal women from other villages (e.g., Chagnon, 1992). Men also constrain women’s choices through the threats of loss of investment and physical injury to mates and competitors. Among both traditional (Chagnon, 1992; Marlowe, 2004) and industrial societies (Daly & Wilson, 1988), men injure or kill wives whom they suspect of infidelity and injure or kill other men in competition over women. Men’s greater size, strength, and physical aggressiveness contribute to an ability to sexually coerce females (Clutton-Brock & Parker, 1995). Women may have less influence over mating when they lack kin support (Smuts, 1996), and female exogamy was likely the ancestral human condition (Chapais, 2008; Fox, 1980; Wrangham, 1987). In general, men everywhere appear concerned with controlling women’s reproductive capacity (e.g., Daly & Wilson, 1983; Dickemann, 1981).

This is not to say that ancestral women had little choice. In some traditional societies women choose their spouses (Marlowe, 2004), and across traditional societies women frequently influence their family’s choice of a spouse, are often consulted, and occasionally elope (Apostolou, 2007). Divorce is also commonly initiated by women (Betzig, 1989). Women have affairs, although men’s promiscuity offers women makes this behavior risky (Kaighobadi & Shackelford, 2009; Kaighobadi, Starratt, Shackelford, & Popp, 2008; Wilson & Daly, 1993; Wilson & Daly, 1996). Given the cross-cultural frequency of these conditions (Apostolou, 2007), women probably also utilized these avenues of mate choice over human evolution (Small, 1992).
Indeed, preferences are costly and generally do not evolve without some compensatory benefit (but see, e.g., Ryan & Rand, 1995).

In a species such as *Homo sapiens*, where mate choice and contests occur simultaneously, it can be difficult to disentangle their relative contributions. Several lines of evidence reviewed above are relevant. Men’s traits look designed to make men appear threatening, or enable them to inflict real harm. Men’s beards and deep voices seem designed specifically to increase apparent size and dominance. Size, musculature, aggression, and the manufacture and use of weapons directly increase fighting ability. Even masculine facial structure may be designed for fighting; heavy brow ridges protect eyes from blows, and robust mandibles lessen the risk of catastrophic jaw fractures, for example. Men’s traits and a human tendency toward polygyny (Murdock, 1967) indicate an evolutionary history of male monopolization of females through force. Many of men’s traits are probably not generally preferred by females, and those that are appear better designed for contests than mate attraction. Various constraints on female mating, including familial control of marriage, female exogamy, male sexual coercion and mate guarding, and male exclusion of competitors by force, also challenge the notion that ancestral men competed for dominance primarily to be chosen by women. Although more work is needed before firm conclusions can be drawn, cross-species comparison, empirical evidence of design, and multiple features of human mating support the theoretical prediction that contest competition was the predominant form of sexual selection in men. The contention that “adult male hominids must have been rather peripheral characters in human evolution, except as bearers of traits sexually selected by females for their amusement value or utility” (Miller, 1998, p. 109) is almost certainly false.

3.4. Male choice

Although contest competition may have predominated in shaping men’s traits, male mate choice is expected to have been more important in shaping women’s. Why might women compete for mates? While men contribute far less parental care than women do across societies (Hewlett, 1992), men protect mates and offspring from predators and other men, and can provide high quality food through hunting. Men procure more food (in kcal) than women do in foraging societies, far more than they consume (Kaplan et al., 2000). In contemporary foragers, men use meat to obtain mating opportunities (Hawkes, 1991) and to invest in current mates and offspring (Kaplan et al., 2000; Marlowe, 2003), and meat probably served this dual function over human evolution. The proportion of a man’s resources channeled toward parenting likely depended on his paternity confidence (Anderson, Kaplan, Lam, & Lancaster, 1999; Anderson, Kaplan, & Lancaster, 1999, 2007).

To the extent that men vary in their ability to protect and provide, women are expected to compete for these benefits (Cant, 1981; Geary & Flinn, 2001; Symons, 1979). Compared to mechanisms of sexual selection in men, the mechanism of sexual selection in women is uncontroversial. Multi-female groups and strong selection for fighting ability in men militated against female monopolization of men through force. Although ancestral females could not make themselves the only option, they could compete to be the most attractive one. Men generally value mates’ physical attractiveness highly across societies (Buss, 1989), especially in mating contexts where male investment is highest (Kenrick et al., 1990). Where male investment is important, women endeavor to appear chaste and faithful, apparently to increase attractiveness as targets of investment, and their insults often derogate competitors’ chastity and attractiveness (Cashdan, 1996; Fisher & Cox, 2009; Schmitt & Buss, 1996), apparently to make their rivals less attractive targets of investment (Buss & Dedden, 1990). In addition, more physically attractive women demand greater male investment and other direct and indirect benefits (Buss & Shackelford, 2008; Pawlowski & Jasienska, 2008).

Women compete to look attractive (Cashdan, 1996, 1998; Schmitt & Buss, 1996) and possess anatomical traits that appear to have been shaped by male mate choice (Barber, 1995; Thornhill & Grammer, 1999). Women’s residual reproductive value peaks at sexual maturity, fecundity peaks in the mid-twenties, and both decline rapidly near menopause (Wood, 1992). It is therefore unsurprising that men prefer young women the world over (Buss, 1989). Several of women’s traits increase youthful appearance, including gracile facial features, reduced body hair, and high voices—all characteristics of immature primates (Cunningham, 1986; Jones & Hill, 1993; McArthur & Berry, 1983). These traits are also preferred by men (Collins & Missing, 2003; Cunningham, 1986; Rilling, Kaufman, Smith, Patel, & Worthman, 2009). Women may have evolved to exploit a male tendency to protect and provide for infants by evolving infant-like features, but men’s preferences were probably maintained because youthful traits in women reliably index reproductive value, fertility, and perhaps heritable disease resistance (Scheid, Garver-Apgar, & Gangestad, 2008).

Women’s body fat distribution also appears to be designed to attract mates (Cant, 1981; Low, Alexander, & Noonan, 1987). No other primate is sexual dimorphic in body fat distribution (Pond & Mattacks, 1987). Women deposit fat on their breasts and hips as they approach sexual maturity, which suggests that these traits are involved in mating. This possibility is reinforced by evidence that men prefer these traits (Marlowe, Apicella, & Reed, 2005; Singh, 1993, 1995; Singh & Young, 1995; Streeter & McBurney, 2003). Large body fat stores are needed for ovulation, probably to provide the necessary resources for a long pregnancy and lactation, but the placement of fat on the hips, buttocks, and breasts may advertise fecundity (Jasienska, Ziomkiewicz, Ellison, Lipson, & Thune, 2004; Marlowe, 1998; Singh, 1993) and the
storage of essential fats for fetal and infant brain development (Lassek & Gaulin, 2008; Lassek & Gaulin, 2006). The placement of fat in these locations may also have evolved to take advantage of existing male preferences for females with more mammary glandular tissue and wider pelves (Low, 1979; Low et al., 1987).

Whereas women’s traits appear well-designed for mate attraction, they do not appear designed for contest competition. Fatty breasts and hips probably do not increase fighting ability, and feminine traits such as high-pitched voices, reduced facial hair, and gracile faces decrease the appearance of dominance and resistance to blows (see above).

4. Summary

The ancestral human mating system may have comprised groups of (often related) males cooperating in female defense. Between-group aggression, female cooperation, and the ability to inflict lethal injuries with weapons likely enabled some males to monopolize multiple females. At the same time, female defense was imperfect, promoting moderate sperm competition and female choice of both long-term mates and extra-pair sex partners. Monopolization of females was probably related to social skills and attractiveness to females, but force or threat of force seems to have been especially important. Moderate paternity confidence coupled with efficient hunting promoted male investment, which may have been elaborated as an alternative mating tactic. Females may have evolved sexual ornaments such as neotenic faces, high-pitched voices, and fatty breasts and hips to attract male investment.

5. Conclusions

Human mating is complicated. It is the stuff of operas and soap operas, full of manipulation and deception, aggression and solicitude, cooperation and selfishness. It is the culmination of multiple individual interests, sometimes overlapping, often opposing. Human mating is perhaps even more complicated than it appears in contemporary industrial societies, where men and women choose their mates largely beyond the authority of kin, women do not rely economically on men, and men are prohibited by the state from using force against mates and sexual competitors. As complicated as human mating is, it is becoming clear that contests must have been very important in determining men’s reproductive success, and male mate choice must have been very important in determining women’s reproductive success. We can predict this theoretically from the dimensionality of our mating environment, the structure of human groups, differential parental investment, and phylogeny. We can also see it in the traits that selection has produced.

The idea that male mate choice has been an important selection pressure on women is relatively uncontroversial, but the importance of male contests appears to contradict a prevailing view that female mate choice has predominated in shaping men’s phenotypes. It is interesting to speculate on why there has been such focus on mate choice. Perhaps it is because most research has been carried out by researchers from industrial societies, where men and women freely choose their mates. Then again, perhaps the recent focus on mate choice—and in particular female mate choice—may partly be reactionary to the scant attention females were paid in earlier sociobiological literature (see, e.g., Fedigan, 1982). Mate choice theory is also probably more alluring to researchers, posing fascinating questions about the importance of indicator models versus Fisherian runaway sexual selection, for example. The research bias toward female mate choice is not specific to human studies (Berglund et al., 1996). Researchers have also tended to interpret, incorrectly, as I have tried to make clear, the modest human sexual dimorphism in overall body mass as evidence against strong contest competition in men, ignoring large sex differences in the allocation of fat and muscle. Much, too, depends on one’s choice of model organisms. It is easy to see parallels between avian mating and human social monogamy, extra-pair mating, and the like. Phylogeny and ecological selective pressures, such as the dimensionality of the mating environment, probably directed sexual selection in birds more toward mate choice than contests. Yet, phylogenetic and selective considerations predict the opposite regarding human mating competition, invalidating some inferences from avian models.

More work is needed in identifying and testing the variables affecting mechanisms of sexual selection across species. A goal of this paper is to encourage such research. The central goal, however, is to provide a framework for future research on human sexual selection. Even for those interested only in understanding mating in industrial nations, where mate choice predominates, it will help to know the contexts under which our preferences and other mating behaviors evolved. It could be harmful, for example, to underestimate the extent of male-male competition in shaping human nature; an evolutionary history of male contest competition is likely responsible—at least in part—for a host of social afflictions, including bullying, homicide, gang violence, and war. A framework for understanding human sexual selection is important because it affects how we view our anatomical and behavioral traits, and because it affects the kinds of questions that we ask about them.

Future work should investigate whether putative sexually selected traits in men and women appear better designed for contests, mate attraction, or another function by testing competing hypotheses simultaneously. Cross-cultural work, particularly in traditional societies, will be especially useful to this end. Likewise, researchers should continue to explore the determinants of mating and reproductive success across populations and assess the relative contributions of dominance and attractiveness. Further exploration of the fossil record will be essential for determining mating systems and
the extent of sexual dimorphism in our hominin ancestors. The idea that contests were the main form of sexual selection in men suggests that mate attraction through creative displays may be an alternative mating tactic, a hypothesis also inviting investigation.
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